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Abstract

This paper aims at verifying properties of generic fault-
tolerance algorithms. Our goal is to enhance the testing
process with information extracted from the proof of the al-
gorithm, whether this proof is formal or informal: ideally,
testing is intended to focus on the weak parts of the proof
(e.g., unproved lemmas or doubtful informal evidence). We
use the Fault-Tolerant Rate Monotonic Scheduling algo-
rithm as a case study. This algorithm was proven by infor-
mal demonstration, but two faults were revealed afterwards.
In this paper, we focus on the analysis of the informal proof,
which we restructure in a semiformal proof tree based on
natural deduction. From this proof tree, we extract several
functional cases and use them for testing a prototype of the
algorithm. Experimental results show that a flawed infor-
mal proof does not necessarily provide relevant information
for testing. It remains to investigate whether formal (par-
tial) proofs allow better connection with potential faults.

1 Introduction

This paper investigates the use of proof results for guid-
ing the design of test data. The target application field is the
verification of Fault-Tolerance (FT) algorithms.

A number of error processing and fault treatment tech-
niques have been proposed in the literature. In some cases,
the underlying algorithms have been formally proved with
the support of automated tools (e.g. [18]). But the argument
for correctness may also be given as an informal demonstra-
tion, in which case there is always the risk of late discovery
that the demonstration is flawed and the algorithm does not
satisfy its intended requirements. There are examples of
such “proofs” of incorrect algorithms in the literature: the
case study that will be used in this paper is one of them.

Since FT mechanisms are critical components for build-
ing dependable architecture, it is certainly desirable that the
argument for correctness is based on strong evidence – but

such is not always the case from published results. More-
over, attempts at formal proving may fail in the sense that
the proofs remain inconclusive, or partial, due to pending
lemmas that could not be discharged.

Testing can be seen as a pragmatic approach to obtain
further evidence in case of informal proof results or formal
– but partial – ones. Note that, ultimately, testing is always
required to validate the implemented FT-architecture. But
this is not the issue discussed in this paper. Rather, the con-
cern is the verification of the key properties of the core al-
gorithms. The tested artefact is possibly a prototype of the
core algorithm, or a specification that can (in some way) be
executed. As an example, the chosen case study is a generic
task scheduling algorithm intended to provide support for
fault-tolerance. Whether the algorithm correctly addresses
the problem it was designed for (under certain assumptions,
no task must ever miss its deadline), is preferably verified
before developing a particular implementation for a real-
time operating system.

Testing an FT algorithm involves sampling over large in-
put spaces, considering inputs related to the functional ac-
tivity as well as specific inputs related to the faults to be tol-
erated. Sampling may be guided by coverage criteria based
on structural or functional models of the algorithm. But, if
testing is intended to complement an existing proof, then
ideally it should be focused on the weak parts of this proof.
In this way, the effort that was put into the proof develop-
ment is not completely lost, and testing is directed to the
revealing of faults in the algorithm that could not be caught
by the flawed proof. Obviously, the test size can be reduced
if the required property was formally proved to hold for a
subset of the input space. But, even if an informal approach
was followed, it might be possible to extract useful infor-
mation from the proof analysis. For example, a proof by
cases might suggest test cases that would be potentially sig-
nificant to the correctness of the algorithm. Identification of
the most complex and less convincing parts of the informal
proof might suggest input subspaces to be sampled more
stringently than others. However, how these general ideas



can be put into practice, and whether they do allow the test
efficiency to be improved, remains to be investigated. This
paper reports on work in that direction.

Section 2 presents related work investigating the cou-
pling of different verification techniques, emphasis being
put on testing and proving. Section 3 introduces the Fault-
Tolerant Rate Monotonic Scheduling (FT-RMS) algorithm
used to exemplify our work. Section 4 reports on previ-
ous results establishing the presence of (at least) two faults
in the algorithm. Section 5 and 6 are the core of the pa-
per. Section 5 contains a detailed discussion of the informal
demonstration of the algorithm, which we restructure as a
semi-formal proof tree based on natural deduction. In Sec-
tion 6, test experiments are conducted in order to 1) assess
the difficulty of revealing the two faults using a blind test
strategy and 2) assess the fault revealing power of test data
in relation to coverage of functional cases extracted from
the proof analysis, as well as in relation to structural cover-
age of the algorithm. Section 7 concludes and gives direc-
tions for further investigation.

2 Related Work

Fruitful cooperations of verification techniques have al-
ready been developed, particularly in the field of proto-
col validation. One example is the integration of model-
checking techniques into the PVS prover. The principle of
this approach [20, 22] is to use a tight interaction between
theorem proving and abstraction generation for model-
checking. Every step consists of applying one of the tech-
niques and makes constructive use of information obtained
from previous steps. The iterative process, when it termi-
nates, yields a counterexample indicating how the property
is violated or a proof that the property is satisfied. Another
example is the benefit that protocol testing has gained from
advances made in the model-checking technology. Meth-
ods and tools have been developed to automate the gener-
ation of test suites, either by adapting graph algorithms al-
ready used by model-checkers [7], or by using the ability of
model-checkers to construct counterexamples [1, 8].

Practical ways to combine testing and theorem proving
have been less explored in the literature. Yet the idea has
been expressed since the 70s: “A judicious combination of
direct program proving and empirical judgment can reduce
size of a complete test.” [12].

From the formal method community, an original work
is Hayashi’s in [13] who proposes to use the Curry-Howard
isomorphism to debug formal proofs, including partial ones.
This isomorphism establishes a correspondence between
programs and proofs in constructive logics, hence allowing
to extract programs from the proofs developed. It states that
in such logics, proofs and programs are equivalent accord-
ing to the rules of this isomorphism. The method developed

by Hayashi, called Proof Animation, consists in “execut-
ing” proofs as functional programs, using test cases. It is
intended to facilitate proof construction and a tool, Proof-
Works, was built to help finding “bugs” (proof flaws) in
proofs under development and even in fully checked proofs
(formalization flaws). But the use of the Curry-Howard iso-
morphism restricts the application of the method to con-
structive logics which are unfamiliar to most users.

Regarding the works originating from the testing com-
munity, it has primarily been concerned with the generation
of test data from formal specification, for conformance test-
ing. It has been less concerned with developing tight in-
teraction between testing and proving, in the framework of
mixed verification strategies. Geller tackled the problem in
[9] for the verification of program assertions. He used an in-
ductive approach, by testing specific values from the input
domain and then by generalyzing the results to equivalence
classes using a mathematical proof. (An equivalence class
is a set of inputs equivalent in their capability of stimulating
the system under test.) But in an inductive approach, the
most difficult problem is the generalization proof and not
the proof of the base cases: hence testing does not signifi-
cantly help proving in this approach. In the nearby field of
partition analysis, Richardson and Clarke propose in [19]
a method combining functional and structural partitioning
into equivalence classes. The aim is to guide the selec-
tion of test data as well as to formally verify consistency
between the two partitions obtained. Another approach de-
fined by Cukic [2] uses slicing techniques and partial proofs
to reduce the size of the test input domain, for reliability as-
sessment. More closely related to our purpose, the work of
Sinha and Suri [23, 24] investigates an approach using for-
mal verification procedures to guide fault injection based
validation. They built a model of the FT-RMS algorithm in
the PVS specification language and queried this model to
study the correctness of the arguments presented in the in-
formal proof of the FT-RMS. The queries were focused on
specific task sets, allowing the identification of two classes
of test scenarios leading the FT-RMS to fail. A more de-
tailed presentation of these results will be found in Sec-
tion 4, and we will use the same case study as a first step
to our investigation.

3 The FT-RMS algorithm

The FT-RMS algorithm has been implemented on two
real-time operating systems [3, 6] : RT-Mach, an academic
system, and DEOS (Digital Engineering Operating Sys-
tem), a commercial system for avionics applications. Quot-
ing from [5], “real-time scheduling problems are an ideal
application area for formal methods since they are subtle
and complex, [and] must be certified to the highest degrees
of assurance for supporting critical applications”. The first



definition of FT-RMS in [10] contained (at least) two faults,
one of them being fixed in the revised version of the al-
gorithm published in [11]. As mentioned in the previous
section, the algorithm has also been studied by others [23],
yielding the second fault to be revealed. It is worth noting
that the RT-Mach and DEOS implementations correspond
to variants of the algorithm, and may indeed be correct. In
this paper, the focus is on the incorrect versions known of
the algorithm presented in [10, 11].

In order to distinguish between the faults the FT-
algorithm is intented to deal with, and the design faults af-
fecting the algorithm itself, we will use the term “flaw” to
denote the latter category of faults in the rest of this paper.
Before explaining the principles of the FT-RMS, we briefly
introduce the Rate Monotonic Scheduling (RMS) policy on
which it is based.

3.1 The RMS Algorithm

RMS is a fixed-priority scheduling algorithm for sets of
independent, periodic tasks. Each task is characterized by
its computation time and period . The instance of
task , activated at time , must be completed
before the next request for occurs at time . The
rate monotonic scheme assigns priorities to tasks according
to their request rate, that is, tasks with smaller periods will
have higher priorities. The ready task with the highest pri-
ority is always chosen for execution; execution of a task is
pre-empted whenever there is a request for a task that is of
higher priority. Since priorities are assigned to tasks once
and for all, the order of execution of tasks may be deter-
mined off-line (static scheduling). Fixed-priority schedul-
ing schemes have been extensively studied. We recall here-
below some theoretical schedulability results.

Liu and Layland [17] established a sufficient condition
for a set of tasks to be schedulable using RMS:

(1)

U is the utilization factor, that is, the fraction of proces-
sor time spent in the execution of the task set. The bound
on U is obtained by worst-case analysis. Liu and Layland
introduce the notion of critical instant at which all tasks be-
come ready to start computation, so that the task requests
will have the largest response time. Then, they focus on
tasks sets that fully utilize the processor: at the critical in-
stant, scheduling is feasible for those sets, but any increase
in the computation time of one of the tasks makes it unfea-
sible. Those task sets have the general form:

(2)

where the tasks are ordered according to their priority
( ). It is demonstrated that the min-
imum of the utilization factors, over all the full utilization
sets, is . As a result, any task set having utiliza-
tion factor below this value is schedulable.

Relation 1 yields a conservative bound. An exact anal-
ysis technique has been proposed by subsequent work. It
consists in computing the worst-case response time of
each , and in verifying that . Let
be the set of tasks having a priority higher than . Then,
is the smallest solution to the following fixpoint equation
(see e.g. [14]):

(3)

3.2 Two versions of the FT-RMS Algorithm

The FT-RMS algorithm extends RMS to include fault
tolerance capabilities. Faults are assumed to be transient:
only one task instance is affected by each fault and recovery
is carried out by re-execution. Error detection takes place at
the end of every task execution. Its cost is assumed to be in-
corporated in the tasks . Additional hypotheses concern
the amount of time between any two faults, but we will ig-
nore them since the incorrect behavior of the algorithm can
be revealed by considering a single transient fault.
The principle of the algorithm is to use RMS when there
is no fault. After an error is detected, the affected task is
re-executed using a certain recovery scheme. Of course,
there must be enough time redundancy so that neither the
re-executed task nor the other tasks, miss their deadlines.
This is handled by provision of backup time (or slack) re-
served for re-execution, and by the recovery scheme de-
scribing how the slack is used for dynamic re-execution.
The provision of slack is identical in the two versions of the
algorithms published in [10, 11] , but the recovery scheme
is not the same.

The provision of slack imposes a condition on the target
set of tasks. This set must be schedulable using an RMS
scheme with slack inserted, called the IBRMS scheme (for
Inserted Backup RMS). According to IBRMS, the amount
of slack inserted over an interval of time is proportional
to the length of that interval. The constant ratio is
equal to the maximum of the tasks utilization factors, i.e.

. The IBRMS scheme consists in in-
serting one backup slot between every consecutive period
boundaries, where a period boundary corresponds to the ar-
rival of at least one task request. Given two consecutive
period boundaries which are time units apart, the length
of the corresponding backup slot is . As an exam-
ple, Figure 1 shows the IBRMS schedule for a given set of
3 tasks. Let us recall that tasks with smaller periods have
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Figure 1. IBRMS schedule

higher priorities, hence is assigned the highest priority
and the lowest. In the construction of an IBRMS sched-
ule, time is usually assumed to be a critical instant.

Now let us assume that a set of tasks satisfies the IBRMS
feasibility condition. During actual task execution, a normal
RMS policy is used as long as there is no fault. Hence, the
slack can be considered as being swapped with the execu-
tion of tasks, and shifted later in time. When an error is de-
tected, slack is reclaimed according to the recovery scheme.

The original recovery scheme in [10] is the simplest. The
faulty task is re-executed at its own priority. However, as
exemplified by Figure 2.a, this scheme is flawed: higher
priority tasks may prevent the faulty task from obtaining
the reserved slack within its deadline. This has led a new
recovery scheme to be proposed in [11]. In this scheme,
re-execution of the faulty task cannot be pre-empted by
higher priority tasks having a deadline strictly greater than
the one of (see Figure 2.b). Unfortunately, as will be ex-
plained in Section 4, this scheme was also found incorrect.
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Figure 2. FTRMS schedule, version 1 and 2
(same task set as in Fig. 1)

Whatever the recovery scheme, the informal proof of the
algorithm is based on the fact that the set of tasks satisfies
the IBRMS feasibility condition. However, the authors also
study a more stringent condition related to Liu and Lay-
land’s bound on the utilization factor. The proposed bound
for FT-RMS is:

(4)

This bound was taken into consideration by Sinha
and Suri who exposed a flaw in the second recovery scheme.

4 Previous results on FT-RMS verification

As pointed out by [4], current model-checking technol-
ogy is unable to support complete verification of real-time
schedulers. Theorem proving is a valid alternative but re-
quires a lot of effort and may also fail to produce a com-
plete proof. As regards testing, the size of the input space
raises the issue of the degree of coverage that can practically
be achieved. Hence, FT-RMS was identified by Sinha and
Suri as a relevant example to investigate the use of formal
approaches to guide the design of testing. Moreover, since
the first version of the algorithm was known to be incorrect,
they wanted to study the ability of their approach to reveal
the corresponding flaw.

The proposed approach [23] analyzes the algorithm be-
havior using symbolic execution and query processing. This
is performed with the aid of PVS. The PVS model of the
first version of FT-RMS [24] is not intended to reproduce
the concrete algorithm description. For example, the notion
of schedule is not captured in the model. Rather, the authors
propose an interpretation of the algorithm using equations
similar to Equation (3) in Section 3.1. It allows them to sim-
ulate the behavior of the algorithm by calculating response
times. A first analysis of the model behavior showed that the
FT-RMS provision of slack is flawed: there is a discrepancy
between the amount of slack that is claimed to be avail-
able (according to IBRMS) and the amount of slack that is
actually obtained for dynamic re-execution. Based on this
result, the authors tuned their verification process by choos-
ing a specific case aimed at minimizing the natural slack
present in the schedule. They chose the full utilization cri-
terion (see Section 3.1). Strictly speaking, there is no proof
that this criterion, originally introduced in the framework of
static scheduling schemes, constitutes a worst case for FT-
RMS. This is a debatable issue for the second version of
the algorithm which has a dynamic priority adjustment rule
upon faults (see [16] for a discussion of worst case scenar-
ios for such scheduling schemes). Nevertheless, the focus
on full utilization task sets turned out to be effective to re-
veal a residual flaw.

The considered task sets are defined as follows, where
is a positive number as small as desired:

(5)

Compared to Liu and Layland’s original full utilization task
sets (Relation 2), the computation time of one task, namely



the last one, is divided by two. This ensures that the task
sets fully utilize the processor if the re-executed task is .
But this also reduces the generality of (5) for studying the
behavior of FT-RMS, as is singularized. The small value

added to will prevent the successful re-execution of
this task in the first version of the algorithm, in spite of the
fact that the IBRMS feasibility condition holds true (which
is granted by the bound).

The authors exhibited a set of four tasks satisfying the
above numerical constraints, and entered it into the PVS
model. They confirmed that the task set leads the first ver-
sion of FT-RMS to fail if the fourth task is the faulty task to
be re-executed. But they also observed a failure when the
faulty task is the third one, and this flaw is not fixed in the
second version of the algorithm, as shown in Figure 3. As
a result, the approach ends up with two classes of test sce-
narios, both involving task sets that satisfy the above con-
straints (5). The first one consists in the lowest priority task

being faulty. In the second case, the faulty task is .
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Figure 3. Failure of FT-RMS version 2

These classes of scenarios are intended to be equivalence
classes, that is, any member of the class has the ability to re-
veal the corresponding flaw (respectively the already known
one, and the residual one). Unfortunately, we found that this
does not hold for the second class of scenarios. A task set
will be schedulable under both versions of the algorithm if

, as exemplified by Figure 4. The task
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Figure 4. Faultless full utilization task set

set fulfils all the required conditions for the second class of
scenarios, but no failure is observed.

The results of [23] were biased by the particular values
chosen to instantiate the full-utilization task sets. Different
values could have resulted in the second fault to be missed.
The example in Figure 4 clearly shows that the processor is
not fully utilized when is not the faulty task.

5 Informal proof analysis

We propose to study the FT-RMS proof itself to gain fur-
ther information for the design of testing. Note that the
previous PVS model [24] cannot be used to conduct a for-
mal proof of the FT-RMS. We would need an operational
model of FT-RMS (e.g. a state-machine model capturing
the algorithm), lemmas establishing an explicit relation be-
tween this model and the response time calculation pro-
posed in [24], as well as mathematical theories for support-
ing scheduling analysis (e.g., support for reasoning about
the fixpoint equations). An example that would better meet
these needs is the PVS development presented in [4], which
allowed another scheduling algorithm to be formalized and
proved (the Priority Ceiling Protocol). It is our intention to
study whether this development can be reused for FT-RMS,
but we first focus on the informal proof given in [11]. It
corresponds to the second version of the algorithm.

5.1 Description of the approach

We analyze the informal proof of the FT-RMS with the
double aim of (i) trying to identify the weak parts of the
proof, and (ii) extracting functional cases that would be rel-
evant for testing. We use Gentzen’s natural deduction in
sequent style to restructure the informal discourse and an-
alyze the resulting proof tree. Natural deduction is conve-
nient to represent usual reasoning. A sequent is written in
the form , where is a list of hypotheses, and P is
a conjecture to be proved under these hypotheses. An intu-
itive interpretation is that the conjunction of the hypotheses
should imply P. A proof is then a tree of sequents. The main
goal is placed at the root (bottom) of the tree, and the proof
tree is constructed upwards from the root by applying infer-
ence rules of the form:

Rule is used to introduce new lemmas, i.e. the proof
of is split into two branches, the proof of and of

. Rule allows a proof by cases: is proved
assuming , and assuming ; of course, the complete-
ness of the decomposition into cases has also to be proved



( ). The latter sequent will sometimes be noted
completeness? in the FT-RMS proof tree, for space con-
straints.

The branches of a complete proof tree should end with
axioms. One axiom, which will be noted HYP, states that P
is provable under if P is one of the hypotheses of . But,
as the FT-RMS proof tree is not complete, we use some con-
venient notations to denote our subjective assessment of un-
proved branches: will be used for goals which could
easily be proved (e.g., trivial statements of completeness);

denotes a part of the proof which was forgotten
or considered true by the authors, but which we consider is
missing. Additional labels will be used to refer to unclear
proof fragments that could not be interpreted in terms of
sequent derivation.

The proposed restructuration in natural deduction is
much lighter than complete formal reworking. Obviously,
it would not be sufficient to establish the correctness of the
proof (see e.g. [21]). However, it helps us to get a clear view
of the proof structure by explicitly expressing the inference
steps, hence guiding the analysis.

5.2 FT-RMS proof in natural deduction

We will now present the detailed analysis of the informal
proof of FT-RMS published in [11]. It is based on three
intermediate lemmas:

: For every task a slack of at least should
be present between and .

: If there is a fault during the execution of
task then the recovery scheme should enable
task to re-execute for a duration before its
deadline.

: When a task re-executes, it should not cause
any other task to miss its deadline.

Figure 5 shows how these lemmas are used in the proof
structure. The list of hypotheses integrates several no-
tions: the ordering of tasks according to their priorities
( ), the IBRMS feasibility condi-
tion, the occurrence of a single fault, and the algorithm it-
self (slack swapping and recovery scheme). Under these
hypotheses, no task instance should miss its deadline, that
is, the schedule is feasible. In the proof, the rule is used
to replace the main goal by the conjunction of two subgoals

and . The subgoals are separetely proved by intro-
ducing in the hypotheses. The validity proof of the first

rule, which should state that the proposed subgoals to-
gether imply the main goal, is assumed by the authors. Note
that the implication is not as trivial as might be thought at
first glance. expresses a property to be fulfilled by the
faulty task instance, but nothing is said about the fact that
any other instance of the same task should also end be-
fore its deadline. Since the re-execution may shift higher

priority tasks later in time, and since these higher priority
tasks may pre-empt the next instance of , this would de-
serve a piece of reasoning. Generally speaking, the fact that

and are formulated in terms of tasks – rather than
than task instances –, may be considered as a lack of preci-
sion. The proofs of , and are shown in Figures
6 to 8. and involve a proof by cases, the cases
description being given in Table 1.

The proof of (Fig. 6) is based on the IBRMS fea-
sibility assumption. Since in IBRMS there is an
amount of slack inserted within any task period , and
since , then the amount of slack is at least

. This proof is obvious if does state a property of
an IBRMS schedule. However, the comments accompa-
nying the proof suggest us that the authors have a larger
interpretation: is intended to characterize the amount
of time redundancy in an FT-RMS schedule. Indeed, the
slack is considered as being swapped with the execution of
tasks, and shifted later in time. But the relation between the
IBRMS backup slots, and the distribution of idle time in an
FT-RMS schedule, is never clearly stated. Hence, we con-
sider that the use of lemmas (1) and (2) to prove is not
sufficient for the larger interpretation. Note that the confu-
sion between IBRMS and FT-RMS slack was also exposed
by the study of Sinha and Suri (see previous section).

The proof of (Fig. 7) is performed by introducing a
sufficient condition, noted slack within in the figure: it
states that the reserved slack may not be swapped forward to
a point beyond the deadline of the faulty instance of .
The justification that the condition is sufficient involves the
fuzzy relation between IBRMS and FT-RMS already com-
mented on. The proof of the condition itself is decomposed
into three cases. Each of them considers one task hav-
ing higher priority than , and trying to pre-empt it (see
Table 1). In the first case, has a deadline shorter
than, or equal to , and pre-empts either the execution or
the re-execution of . The two other cases correspond to

having a deadline strictly greater than and arriving
respectively after and before . In the proof tree, we did
not develop the proofs of the cases. This is so because we
reach the limits of an informal formulation. As an exam-
ple, the proof of Case 1 ( is preempted and ) is
reproduced below:

“Due to the recovery scheme RS, will preempt
and the reserved slack is swapped with the ex-

ecution time of . Thus, the swapped slack lies
within . Since we conclude that any
slack swapped with lies within .”

A fine analysis of this proof would require formal defi-
nitions for notions such as recovery scheme, reserved slack,
swapped slack and lies within. Furthermore, some inference
steps, such as “Thus” in the second sentence, would have to
be stated more clearly. Yet some comments can be made
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Table 1. Cases extracted from the informal demonstration
is the re-executing task, is a higher priority task, is a lower priority task
, and are respectively the ready time, end of execution and deadline of task
Proof Proof Priority Cases Description
Cases Subgoal wrt

1 higher preempts
end re-execution

2 higher is pushed forward in time
by the re-execution of end re-execution

3 higher preempts the execution of

4 lower is overlaping and
is ready before

5 lower is completely contained within

6 lower is overlaping and
is ready after

7 higher the re-execution of preempts
end re-execution

on the chosen decomposition. Each case involves only two
tasks, and . Multiple pre-emptions involving several
higher priority tasks, or several instances of one of higher
priority task, are not explicitly taken into account.
Lemma (Fig. 8) is probably the hardest subgoal to
prove, and actually we know that it is wrong, since Sinha
and Suri exhibited a counterexample. can be written
as: ends before its deadline . After a step
putting into the hypotheses, the proof is divided into
two subproofs according to the priority of compared to

. The first subproof focuses on lower priority tasks. It is
done by decomposing the state space into three cases (4 to
6), depending on how the task period (from ready time to
deadline) overlaps with the period of . Once again, the
analysis of each case involves only two tasks. It is focused
on the direct effect the re-execution of may have on one
lower priority task, by reasoning in terms of slack usage and
displacement of the task. But, ignoring the presence of other
tasks, it fails to consider more indirect chains of effects: for
example, the delayed lower priority task may be pre-empted
by another task, after the end of ’s re-execution, hence
being further delayed. This is precisely what happens in
the class of scenarios found by Sinha and Suri. The sec-
ond subproof focuses on higher priority tasks. After a piece
of reasoning, the authors conclude that the only case worth
considering is the one causing a higher priority task to be
delayed by the re-execution of (case 7). As previously,
the proof of case 7 ignores indirect effects.

5.3 Feedback of the analysis

The analysis allows us to conclude that most of the leaves
of the proof tree do not provide strong evidence for correct-

ness. This is not due to trivial logical problems related to
specific proof steps. Rather, we found some “meta” flaws
in the reasoning that affect the structure of the proof:

There is a failure to properly acknowledge the dif-
ference between IBRMS (static schedule with fixed
backup slots) and FT-RMS (dynamic usage of slack).

The several proofs dealing with deadlines limit their
scope to two task instances (the faulty instance of ,
and one instance of a different task).

This led the authors to miss some multiple interaction
schemes, which precisely make the complexity of schedu-
lability analysis.

The identification of these weaknesses does not provide
us with constructive information for the purpose of test-
ing. Still, there is something that can be extracted from the
proof: the authors identified a number of cases (Table 1)
which they considered as relevant for verifying the behav-
ior of the algorithm. These proof cases may constitute func-
tional cases to be covered during testing. From the previous
analysis, we know that this test criterion is likely to be an
imperfect one. We will nevertheless have the opportunity
to study whether the functional cases can – to some extent
– be related to the incorrect behavior of the algorithm, and
whether their imperfection can be compensated by requir-
ing that each case is exercised several times with different
test data [25].

6 Test experiments

We first use a blind testing approach (Section 6.1) with
random task sets, in order to assess the difficulty of reveal-
ing the design flaws in FT-RMS. We also study whether



Table 2. Results of the three random test sets
Fault Number of Execution Failures Failures Failure Rate

Distribution Inputs Time Version 1 Version 2 Version 2
i0 1s 46 5 5%
i1 5s 141 35 3.5%
i2 1h30 93 4 0.04%

structural analysis of the algorithm may be useful to im-
prove the test effectiveness. Section 6.2 is devoted to test-
ing the various cases extracted from the informal proof. We
investigate the connection of these cases with revealing test
inputs.

6.1 Blind testing approach

In order to test the FT-RMS algorithm, we implemented
a prototype in C language for each of the two versions of
FT-RMS [10, 11] described in Section 3. Each test input is
a task set description including:

the number of tasks,

the period and execution time of each task,

the faulty task which has to be re-executed (task id
and instance number).

We use discrete time, i.e. all input parameters are integer
values. Time is assumed a critical instant (all the tasks
are ready). In response to an input, the FT-RMS prototypes
compute the corresponding schedule and report the deadline
problems.

The IBRMS feasibility condition is integrated in the ran-
dom generation of task sets to reproduce the assumptions
made in the informal proof. The construction of one task
set proceeds by adding new tasks as long as the set remains
IBRMS schedulable. Each individual task is such that

, and . There must
be at least two tasks in a set. Since the LCM of the may
be very large, we had to consider a bounded time window:
the FT-RMS prototypes actually compute a partial sched-
ule, from to , where the deadline

of the faulty task instance is no later than .
We experimented with three variants of the random input

distribution; the difference being in the choice of the faulty
task instance to be re-executed. Distribution i0 systemati-
cally chooses the first instance of the task having the longest

. In Distribution i1, the faulty instance is still the first
one but the task is now chosen at random. Distribution i2
chooses the faulty task and instance at random. It is worth
noting that i0 and i1 impose the fault to occur near the
critical instant, while i2 makes it possible to combine the
fault with any configuration of task activity. Table 2 shows

the results supplied by test sets generated according to the
three distributions.

The observed failures of the algorithm do not reveal new
flaws, compared to the flaws already discovered by others.
As can be seen, the residual flaw in the second version of the
algorithm is much harder to reveal than the one affecting the
first version only. In particular, Distribution i2 turns out to
be very poor, since the observed failure rate of Version 2
under this profile is 0.04%. Focusing on the critical instant,
and forcing the faulty task to be the one with the longest ex-
ecution time, allow the efficiency to be increased. However,
there is no guaranty that i0 and i1 distributions are suffi-
cient to reveal every potential design flaw in the algorithm,
since they exclude many fault configurations.

It is well known that blind random testing generally fails
to properly exercise the functionalities of a program and its
structure. We wanted to see whether the poor results of i2
could be explained in terms of insufficient coverage of the
structure of the algorithm. We used the tcov Unix facil-
ity to study the branch coverage supplied for the C pro-
totype implementing the second version of FT-RMS (path
coverage analysis was intractable, due to the huge number
of paths). The results are presented in Table 3. The three
test sets supply 100% branch coverage. In the case of the
i2 set, the least covered branch is activated 2242 times.
Hence, structural coverage is not the explanatory factor for
the poor results of this set.

Table 3. Structural coverage of the C
prototype, Version 2 of FT-RMS
Test set Number of activations

of the least covered branch
i0 100
i1 347
i2 2242

In conclusion, these first experimental results confirm
that the flaw in the second version of FT-RMS is difficult to
uncover using a blind testing approach. We also showed that
the use of a classical structural testing approach, namely
branch testing, is also inefficient, even if every branch is
required to be covered a large number of times. Obvi-
ously, testing has to incorporate some functional informa-
tion about FT-RMS. Focusing on the critical instant in i0
and i1 was a crude attempt to do so, but there is no formal
justification that the algorithm could not fail under other



fault configurations. We will now see whether the func-
tional cases extracted from the informal proof may be useful
to improve the efficiency of testing.

6.2 Coverage of the functional cases extracted
from the proof

We had to instrument the C prototype of the second ver-
sion of the algorithm in order to be able to collect measures
of coverage of the functional cases. Note that the first ver-
sion of the algorithm was not further studied, since the in-
formal proof concerns the second version only.

The collected cases are summarized in Table 4. There
are small discrepancies compared to the original cases in
Table 1 (end of Section 5). Firstly, Case 1 of the proof was
split in two, in order to study separately the preemption of
the execution (Case 1a) and re-execution (Case 1b) of by
a higher priority task. Secondly, it turns out that some cases
extracted from the informal proof are equivalent, hence they
are grouped and detected as a single case during test exper-
iments. Equivalence is obvious for Cases 2 and 7. As for
Cases 4 and 6, if a task overlaps and starts before it (Case
6), its next instance will necessarily overlap and start af-
ter it (Case 4). In fact, Cases 4 and 6 were treated separately
in the proof of because multiple instances of a same
task were not taken into account in the analysis. Finally, we
have two additional cases: unknown higher (resp. unknown
lower) reports the presence of at least one task having pri-
ority higher (resp. lower) than the re-executing , and not
falling into any of the related proof cases.

Table 4. Experimental cases
Experimental Cases Proof Cases

1a 1
1b 1

2(7) 2 and 7
3 3

unknown higher neither 1(a or b), nor 2(7), nor 3
4(6) 4 and 6

5 5
unknown lower neither 4(6), nor 5

Table 5 shows the result of functional coverage analysis
for the three previous test sets. The collected measures give
the number of inputs activating the various cases. It is worth
noting that the i2 set had the ability to cover two cases that
are never activated by i0 and i1 sets, namely unknown
higher and Case 4. Actually, both cases have a zero prob-
ability of occurrence under these distributions. Unknown
higher is covered if there is at least one task such as none of
its instances directly interacts with the faulty instance of .
But, at the critical instant, the execution of is preempted
by all higher priority tasks, if any. As regards Case 4, it
requires that the time period of the faulty instance of

overlaps the time period of at least one lower priority task
instance. It is easy to see that overlapping is not possible
after the critical instant, since the first period of is fully
contained within the first period of any lower priority task.

Table 5. Number of test inputs activating the
functional cases

Cases Test Set i0 Test Set i1 Test Set i2
1a 98 762 5284
1b 38 209 2563

2 (7) 79 251 1825
3 5 40 863

4 (6) 0 0 6089
5 38 761 4631

unknown higher 0 0 3540
unknown lower 0 0 0

The poor efficiency of the i2 set, having only 0.04% re-
vealing inputs, cannot be explained in terms of insufficient
coverage of the functional cases. Indeed, this set supplied
adequate coverage, the least covered case (Case 3) being ac-
tivated by 863 inputs. In order to further investigate the pos-
sible correlation between the functional cases and the incor-
rect behavior of FT-RMS, we performed a detailed analysis
of the coverage supplied by the revealing inputs. Table 6
shows the result of the analysis for i0 and i2 sets (the 35
revealing inputs in i1 set are not reproduced for space con-
straints). It is not possible to establish a precise relation be-
tween the triggering of an incorrect behavior, and the cov-
erage of specific (combination of) cases. Every case of the
informal proof is covered by at least one revealing output.
Combination of Cases 1a and 5 is often observed, but it is
neither a sufficient condition, nor a necessary one (as exem-
plified by the 1733th input of the i2 set).

Table 6. Case coverage supplied by
revealing inputs

Test Set i0 Covered cases
schedule 20 1a, 1b, 5
schedule 60 1a, 1b, 5
schedule 71 1a, 2(7), 3, 5
schedule 73 1a, 1b, 5
schedule 96 1a, 1b, 2(7), 5

(a)

Test Set i2 Covered cases
schedule 1083 1a, 4(6)
schedule 1733 4(6),

unknown higher
schedule 3762 1a, 5
schedule 9095 1a, 5

(b)

We conclude that the informal proof of FT-RMS does
not provide us with useful information for improving the
efficiency of testing. The flaw that was not caught by the



informal proof may also be missed by testing even if a large
number of activations is required for each functional case
extracted from the proof. This is so, because indirect in-
teraction schemes were ignored in the decomposition into
cases, and the incorrect behavior turns out to involve very
specific cases of indirect interaction. To illustrate the prob-
lem of indirect interaction, let us take the example of one
revealing input of the i2 set (Fig. 9). A transient fault
affects the 88th instance of . Two functional cases are
covered by this scenario: Case 1a arises from being de-
layed by a higher priority task ( ), while Case 5 is due
to ’s period being fully contained within the period of a
lower priority task ( ). The other task instances play no
role in the coverage of functional cases. This is so because
the decomposition focuses on pairs of task instances: the
faulty instance, and one instance of a different task interact-
ing with it. In particular, the 93rd instance of is ignored,
since it does not interact with the execution or re-execution
of . Still, may interfere with the execution of tasks
delayed by (as is the case for ), and contribute to the
incorrect behavior of the algorithm. In the example, an in-
correct behavior is observed because was already delayed
by , and by the execution and re-execution of , so that
it cannot afford an additional delay of . As shown by our
test results, there is a low probability of obtaining such a
scenario just by chance. Proper worst case analysis would
be needed, and the proposed functional decomposition fails
to meet the need.

21 107 0.196
29 112 0.259
29 112 0.259

= 0.259

!1
92 !2

88 !2
r !3

88 !1
93

lacks 1 time unit!3
misses its deadline!3

9856
Fault in !!2

Figure 9. Test Set i2, schedule 9095, failure
example

7 Conclusions and future work

This paper reports on preliminary work investigating
whether proof analysis may enhance the design of testing.
In order to concretize this general idea, we took the example
of the FT-RMS algorithm and studied whether the structure
of its informal proof could be a useful guide for test data
selection.

Experimental results have then been obtained by testing
C prototypes of the algorithm. These results tend to demon-

strate that an informal proof based on intuition is not neces-
sarily helpful for the design of testing, as the test cases ex-
tracted from the FT-RMS proof were too loosely connected
with the residual fault. But it is not possible to general-
ize such a statement from a single case study. Structural
testing was also ineffective to reveal the fault, and dynamic
scheduling problems are known to be hard to test. Further-
more, it might be the case that the proof is simply too weak
to carry relevant information for testing: as discussed in
Section 5, the FT-RMS proof suffers from major problems
affecting its entire structure. In such cases, it seems useless
to further consider the proof for the design of testing.

Careful reading is likely to be insufficient to decide
whether or not an existing paper proof is worth being con-
sidered for testing purposes. We used Gentzen’s natural
deduction in sequent style to restructure the informal dis-
course. The resulting proof tree was a convenient compact
representation of the proof structure, allowing us to ana-
lyze it step by step. We found several flaws in this proof.
Some were related to the loose semantics of the notion of
slack, used for both IBRMS and FT-RMS schedules. Oth-
ers were due to the incompleteness of the proof cases, which
focused on direct interactions with the re-executing task,
and failed to consider multiple interaction schemes. These
flaws are more linked to the proof meta-level than to specific
proof steps. Still, we experienced that the tree representa-
tion was a useful guide to question the soundness of the
proof in a systematic manner. Also, the fact that some of
the proof fragments could not be interpreted in terms of se-
quent derivation (see the undeveloped branches of the proof
by cases in Figures 7 and 8) was a good indicator of prob-
lems of imprecise definitions, and of doubtful short cuts in
the reasoning. Hence, we believe that such a light analysis
approach (compared to complete formal reworking) should
be sufficient to make a quick assessment of the degree of
rigorousness of an informal proof.

Building from this, the viability of informal proof anal-
ysis for testing purposes will have to be studied on more
convincing proof examples. One case study we are cur-
rently looking at is the group membership protocol pre-
sented in [15]. Its informal proof is much more crafted
than the FT-RMS one, because it was consolidated by using
model-checking to analyze instances of the protocol. Still,
the protocol was found flawed after publication 1. It will be
interesting to see whether this example better supports the
idea of testing being guided by the argument for correct-
ness.

It also remains to investigate the design of testing from
formal (but partial) proofs. We will gain a formalization
of the different notions used in the proof, which will pre-
vent any shift in the semantics of such notions. But being

1See the corrected version of the paper downloadable at
http://www.csl.sri.com/papers/wdag97



formal does not ensure the usefulness of a partial proof for
the purpose of testing. The proof decomposition into sub-
goals could be irrelevant as well, and the subgoals could
prove very hard to link with test cases. This last problem
did not appear in the informal proof analysis because the
cases, used as lemmas, could be interpreted in terms of pro-
gram state configurations. But such a problem is very likely
to appear with a formal proof. This requires further investi-
gation, which we will conduct by formalizing the FT- RMS
problem, based on the work of B. Dutertre on the PCP al-
gorithm [5].
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